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ATTRITION FROM COLLEGE: THE CLASS OF 1972 TWO AND
ONE-HALF,YEARS AFTER,HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

by Andrew Kolstad

Summary

This report presents some findings" about attrition from 2-year and 4;year colleges and universities based on
NCES's National Longitudinal Study of the High SchoOl Cl#s of 1972 (NLS) *1 Attrition is generally defined as
withdrawal from college without completing a degree: in this report students who had attended courses in the
first.2 years after high school but did not attend in fall 1974 are defined as withdraw\ unless they had completed
a 2-year program,

Decline in Attritionl After ;2 years, the 4year institutions- lost 23 5.percent2 of their entrants This
withdrawal rate is lower than most earlier studies, with estimates ranging froM 2 46 percent However.
the figures are not strictly comparable, since other studies usually measure attrition 4.'years after entenng
college.

yu

SchOo 'ong 2 -year college students, 39.3 percent withdrew without completing a degree. so
2:year colleges clew dents than 4-year institutions did. Private schools and schools with

/ higher than average test scores nts had lot

/ ,
Personal Differences. The majority of students who lefrailirstfieported doingsso for nonacademic reasons
The students who worked full time withdrew at nearly double grate of those with 2 part-ti r job or no
job at all Black and Hispanic students4withdter somewhat more hequently than White students. blii..n
4-year institutions these differences disappeared when adjustments were made for socioeconomic

.,.background.

The Attritiop Process A

Attrition from college is part of an ongoing educational process, both for thevhigher educational system as a-
whole and for the individual student who enters or leaves college. For the'system of higher education as a whole,
tke:ACCess of attrition shows up as a decreasing proportion .of a high school class that is currently enrolled in

college 3 The current enrollment figUres for the high school class of 1972 dropped from 44 percent initially to 40
percent and 35 percent in October of the three years fOrwhich data ire available.

But the proportion of each high sthodl class that has been continuously enrolled, and ttius can be expected to
graduate "on schedule", in Ityears (or 2 years for junior colleges) decreases more rapidly than current enrollment
The continuous enrollment figures for the high school class of 1972 dropped from 44 percent initially to 35
percent and 28 perceiu in the'same three years.

The differen4 between current and continuous enrollment is made up of students who either started late,or
withdrew from and reentered college. Because some students started late, the proportion of the high school class
of 1972 that was ever enrolled increased each year, from 44 percent initially to 49 percent and 52 percent. The
accompanying chart illustrates these percentages graphically!.

nee brief background deicriptioh of the NLS, sampling variability, footnotes, anctreferences at end of this report.
. ,
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Four-year and 2-year college attendance, current and put, as a percentage of the
high school clan of 1972

Qctotrer 1972

Currently enrolled 44

OctOber 1373
Currently enrolled

Currently enrolled 0"

1. -C-ontulluously enrolled
Ever enrolled 449

111,

October 1974
Currently enrolled.

Ever enrolled

35 14

28 12 12

52

'
4I

Enrolled 2 of 3 yeart

Enrolled 1 of 3 years

For the individual student, withdrawal often can be a temporary step in a lengthy educational process. For
example, among the- members of the high school class of 1972 who entered college in fall 1972 but withdrew in
fall 1973. other,NLS data show that -24 percent subsequently reentered college in fall 1974 and another 20
percent planneckto reenter4 in 1975 Similarly, among those who had enrolled 2 years and then withdrew, 46
percent planned to reenter college within year. Thus, for a substantial number of students, the decision to
withdraw is a reversible one.

Decline in Attrition Rates

Since there u movement, into as:well as out of the system of higher education, a measure-of with_ dratItal at any
point in time is to a certain extent arbitrary. Nevertheless, fot''the purpose of this report, all students who
attended a 2-year or 4-yearscollcge or university5 in either October 1972 or October 1973 but nix in October
1974 were defined as withdrawn (with the exception of those who completed a 2-year degree or other formal
award). This definition ..ounts as withdrawn only those who leave the higher educational system entirely, not,
those who transfer'from one natitution to another.

Of those who enrolled in .1e ge in 1972 or 1973, 29.0 percent had withdrawn by 1974 without completing
their degrees, 23.5 perceilt from 4-year institutions and 393 percent from 2-year colleges. Comparison of these
figures with figures from other surveys is hampered by variations among studies in the definition of attrition, the
followup period, and the representativeness of samples' used. The Newman task force. report indicated,a "large
and growing number of studentstvho voluntarily drop out of college" (U.S. Department of Health. Education,:
and Welfare, 1971, p.1)., While the absolute numbers of withdrawals may be growing, the evidence from the
different studies (reported in table 1) indicates that the proportion of entering sttiden-ts who withdraw has
declined over the past 22 years, particularly among 2-year colleirs.

Table 1.Reporied attrition rates, by cohort and followup period

Fall of
college
entry

FolltrWuo
period.

Attrition rates (percent)

4-year colleges 2-year
and universities colleges Total Source

1950 . 4 years 46 -- Wert (19571
1959 4 years 39 8 48 Trent and MedSter (1968)

4. 1960 ' 5 stars 22. Bayer {1968)
1961 4 years 35 ( Astin and Panos (1969)
1961 10 years 21 - - - - El-Khawas and Bisconti (1974)
1966 2 years 25 51 34 Adams (1969), Jaffe iiix1 Adams (19691,
1966 4 years 28 41 -- Astin (1972)
1966 5 years .. 25 El-Khawas and.flisconti (T974)
1972 2 years 23.5 39.3 29.0 Peng, Asburn, and Dunteman 0976)
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In interpreting the attrition rates in this table, it should be noted that over time a cohort's attrition rate
initially increases' but later decreases; since many students Who do not -graduate in 4 years ,eventually
returnperhaps to a different schoolto complete their degree (Eckland, 1964) 'For this reason, the 5-year
followup rates for the 1960 and 1966 cohorts and the 10-year fQ11o.wup rate for the 196 rrohort are lower than
they,would be if the followup period were the standard 4,e/ears. The 22-percent attrition rate from BayeCs 1960
cohort, in addition, is not adjusted, as others ire, for the tendency of the less educationally successful to .respond
less often, so this rate is probably an underestimate of attrition.6

The NLS 2-year followup period is matched only py the Jaffe and Adams study, based on a small 1960
Current Population Survey subsample; this comparison indicates a slight decline in attrition among 4.-year
institutions and a More substantial decline among 2-year colleges.'

Two-Year. lib I i c , and Less Academically Selective Schools

Instilulioms of higher education vary considerably in their resources, specialization or curriculum, counseling
and firacement services, and other poStsecondary institutional characteristics as well as their student composition.:
these differences are associated with yanations m attrition rates. For example, =year institutions require a
longer. time commitment, recruit students with more resources and acadenucr and spend more per
students than .2-year institutions do Since different types of schools enroll very different types of students. the
association between school characteristics and attrition may be partially due to student composition as well- as

other nonschool fac,lors Therefore, it should not be assumed that school characteristics aloneroduce attrition
differences.

Table 2 shows that public institutions had higher attrition rates than did pnvate institutions and that 2-year
colleges had higher attrition rates than 4-year institutions. Enrollments m 2-year colleges have increased dramati:
cally in the past 20 years. In addition, table 1 showed that attrition among 2-year colleges has decreasid. The
year colleges thus appear to have recruited more students and kept/them longer, increasing the, total exposure Df

this age-group to postsecondary education.

Table 2.Percent withdrawn after 2 years, by control and
type of institution

Control 4-year mstitutron 2-year college

Public._ 28,5 39.8

Private .42113 . 32.2
'

Source' Table IV-4.

As.a general rule, admission 'to 4-year-institutions is more selective by ability than is admission to 2-year
colleges. Selectivity of postsecondary sch.00ls in which NLS respondents are enrolled is measured by average SAT

scores of entering students (Astir, 1971). Table 3 shows, that among 4-year colleges, the more academig,illy
selective the' sChool the lower the attrition rate, but this 'association does not hold for'-i-year colleges 1° Among

types of colleges with comparable selectivity, 2-year schools have higher attrition rates than 4-year schools.

Table 3. Percen( withdrawil after 1, year, by selectivity and
typespf college

A

Selectivity!' `4-year institutiort

. .

Unknown 29.3 .30.4
Low 20.4 28.7

Medium 17.9 27.5

High, ', 9.0 -

2-year college

Student Employment and Socioeconomic Background
Source, Table IV-6

' Most students who. leave coLl4e -appear to do so for, nonacademic reasons NLS data show the academic

withdrawals" constituted less than a,.quarter.of those' who withdrew from 4-year institutions and less th a
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sixth of ihose who withdrew from 2-year colleges. Thus, in seeking to understand withdrawal from college one
must look primarily at'nonac-ademic factors.

Attending college requires time and money in addition to motivation and ability. Employment .by decreasing
the student's time available for school, can affectwithadtval. Similarly, socioeconomic background, by affecting
the financial and 'other resources available to the student, can'iriturn affect withdrawal froth college. Table 4
shows that being employed full time is a factor associated with withdrawal' from school in both 2,-year and. 4- ea r
institutions, students with full-time jobs withdrew at around double the rate of tho>e with part-tune lobs or noto.

'job at all.'3

Table 4.percent withdrawn aft1- 1 -year, by emplOyment
status '

Employment status

I- oil-time
Part-time
Not working

4-year institution

,sr
39 4

. 17.2
14.9

2-year college

49 5
26.1

27 5

Soun.c Table (

Table. 5 shows that socioeconomic laackgrolind14 is also as§ocialed with withdrawal Crum Lollege in both'
2-year and 4:year institutions,.students from the lower socioeconomic quartile withdrew at least 15 percentage
points.more often thaothose in the upper quartile '

Table 5.Percent withdrawn after 2 years, by socioeco-
nomic background

Socioeconomic background h-year institution 2-sear college

Lower quartile 33 1 46 6 . .

Middle 2 quartiles 27.0w 40 4
Lliapilir quartile 17.9 33 0 . '

Source Table IV-10

Black and Hispanic Students

NCES 'and Census Bureau studies have' shown that Black and Hispanic students have increased their
representation in postsecondary education during the past &Cade. Evidence on withdratval rates from the NLS is

consistent with this trend- Table 6 shows that, while Black and Hispanic 'students are more likel). than Whites to
withdraw from '2-year'colleges, in 4-year colleges the 'differences we slight

: 1

Table 6. percent withdrawn after 2 years, by, race/ethnicity"

Race/ethnicity 4-year instrtution 2-year:college

'Black 27.3 47:7 ur
Hispanic 24.8 45.3
"White 23.3 38.3

Source: Table IV-8.

&flee Blaok and Hispanic students 'often have a lower socioeconomic background than Whites, some of the
.apparent differences in table 6, are socioeconomic. ConipWing Black, White, and Hispanic students within the
lower SES qbartiles, table 7 shows that (a);among 4-year colleges, Black and Hispanic students are slightly less
likely to withdraw than Whites, and (b1 among 2-year colleges, Black and Hispanic studentsare more likely than
Whites to withdraw, but the difference is reduced to half the size of that shown in table 6 Withdrawal ales based
on fewer than 109 cases are omitted from the table-

6
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Table 7.--Percent withdrfwn after'2.years, by race/ethnicity
and soctioeconnic background

Socioeconomic background 4-year institution 2-year college

Lower quartile .d
Black s'. 32.5 51.3
Hispanic 25.2 48.2
White 33.6 44,8

L

Middle 2 quartiles,* *
Black 23.7 - 45.9
White 27.7 ,39.5

Upper quartile
White 17.8 33.9)..

Source. Tables E1 and E-2.

BACKGROUND

The information reported is derived frorri answers to selecttd questions from the base-year and first and
second followup surveys for the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of i972 (NLS). The
base-year survey (spring 1972), sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics with support from
elements of the Office of Education, used, a stratified, two-stage national probability sample consisting of
approximately 21,000 high school seniors in 1,200 schools and achieved a response rate of 77 percent The first
followup survey was conducted in fall 1973, with a response rate of 92 percent; the second followup, in fall
1974; with 89 perGent. A third followup survey is planned for fall 197(1, when many students will have graduated
from college As the study progresses, further reporistand analyses of attrition will k released.

SAMPLING VARIABILITY-
.

Since the statistic presented ate on a sample, they may vary somewhat from the figures that would have
been obtained if a c&nplete survey, or n'sus, had been taken using the same forms, procedures, and instructions.
The difference between a statistic estimated from a sample and its corresponding census value occurs due to
chance. Sampling or chance variation is measured by the standard error._,The chances are 2 out of 3 that an
estimate from a sample will differ from the census value by less than one standard error. The standard error does
not include the effects of any biases due to nonresponse, measurement error, processing error, or other systematic
errors that would occur even in a complete survey. The standard error for an estimated percentage is a flinction of
the sample design, the percentage itself, and the sample size.

4
In this survey, the standard error is very small (less than-0.6 percent) for percentages based on the 9,775 res-

pondents who went to oollege. Samplihg variation is larger. however, for estimates thit relate to a population sub-
group (e.g.-, males). Where p is the proportion, and n is the subgroup size, the sampling error of the reported pro-
portions can-be approximated by the forniula 1.18Wrii. Percentages for smaller subgroups are less accurate
than those for larger subgroups, and those near either zero or 100 percent are less accurate than those near the
middle of the range..

For further infoimation, contact Andrew J. Colstad, telephone: (202)245-7809.
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FOOT 10TEi,

''`he populatio this report consists of the .approkunarly 3 mill ion 12th grade students enrolled in all public pm ate, and .
church-affilisted schools in the 5et States-and the District of Columbia m 1972 A two-stage procedure was u. d to sample
from this popi!1 ion. Theierst stage involved selecting schools within strata chosen to Insure variation by region, t rhaniz lion,
comniunityiiico e level, total and percentage minority enrollment, type of con'trol, and proximity to institutic ,15 01 richer
learning The second stage involved a random selection of 18 students'per high School. is>

2 The percentages in this ,report are population ettirhates based on differentially weighting the sample respondents. Adjust.
ments were necessary because the two -stage sampling procedure involved oversampling certain schooltyspes to increase the nuni
bets of disadvantaged students in the sample. -

'Enrollment in 1972 and 1973 was measured by positive answers to two questions in the fall 1971 I it I, Hos% ill;
Questionnaire 'imeie you taking classes or courses a{ any school during the first week of October 1973 .'. and NON1

back a year to the fall of 1972 Were you taking Classes or courses at any school during themorith of October /97? "
In 1974 was measured by a positive answer to these questions in the fall 1974 Second Followup Queste5nnaxe "/ oelaligther

, 1973 through October 1974 were you enrolled in or did you take clasSes at any school hke a ciillege or uniser-sm sersise
academy or school:business sc'iool, trade school, technical institute, vocational school. commuwty college, and so ito '" an,*
"Did you attend school in the first week of October 1974 "'.'

'Plans to reenter college were elicited bfelthis question asked in fall 1974 in the second, followup 'Did y ou ssitlidr its 41001 flu.
school before you completed your studies" Such plans were indicated by the response, "Yes, but F plan to return 1w1 in r)ttobc
1975 ".

Students who were enrolled in or taking classes at a school were asked to report what kin'd of school this KJ, 111,1111

trade, business, or other career training school." a "Junior or community college (2 -ye f )," a "4-) ear ce)1102e or unisersity."
some "othe4" type In this report. those who replied "vocational 'or "other" are no tinted among those at tenclintt

`Spady (1970) noted that "The Trent and Medsker sample contains a less'selective cohort than either the Pr 11.0 I dent
(Bayer 1968) or American Council On Education (Actin and Panos. 1969) sample. therefore, because of 17'isk'r

qualifications the former are less able to survive 4 years of college" (p 67) The NLS sample et less selestise and
socioeconomic background than these studies, so any such bias would tend to intrease the NLS attrition rate compar'd to earlier
surveys

The NLS has high resporfse rates, averaging'86 percent for the 3 waves, and the attrition estimates are weldited to otrie, t for
nonresponse Bias produced by selective ref urns from those prone to complete college would similarly ens tease flit. NI S attrition
rate compared to the earlier studies These biases, if they exist, imply that the true declines in attrition rates ,ire tarn, than those
reported here

'The decline in attrition is consistent with another trend reported in the NCES publication. The Condition of Horatio,' /5176
the prciportion of the youhg adult population receiving college degrees has increased steadily from 17 percent in 1961 to 26
percent in 1974 (p 33)

'Financial Statistics oft institutions Of Higher Education' Current Funds Revenues and Expenditures- 1972.73, an NCES
publication by P 1 Mertins,and N J. Brandt, reports the following average" expenditures per student for tile aggre,:atc t tilted
States

. . r

Control Universities, Other 4-year 2-year
`

' Public $4,32 7 $2,356 $1,126
PrivatePrivate 6,768 3,525 2.129 . T

Source Table C

'The rest of the tables reported in this Bulletin are taken from a recent Research 'Mangle Institute report by Samuel Peng,
Elizabeth Ashburn, and George Dunternan entitled "Withdrawal From Institutions of Ili 'ghee 1--ducation An Appraisal With
Longitudinal Data Involving Diverse Institutions." This report was prepared for NCES under contract number ()I r-0-73-6666
The sources listed under the tables in this report refer to tables from that report. 4

' °Adams (1969) reported Similar relationships between high school grades and withdrawal from college anlong 4-)cir
,colleges, those with lower than B high schotd grade averages withdrew more often than those with A or B averd.s, birt'this
pattern did noehold among Z,-year colleges. -

There are seven levels of selectivity in Astin's index (1971) based on average SAT scores of entering students v, ' is level
1, "medium" is levels 2-4, and "high" is levels 5-7 The categories were comkined in this way in order to reduce Tire complexity
of the table and smooth the differences between categories Schools with "unknown" selectivity scores tend/to he like those of
low selectivity on other measures:

- "Those whose college grade average was below C or whose reasons ter withdkng included "courses were too hard" or
"fading ornot doing as well as I wanted."

''The employment of colleke-aged persons tends tobe peripheral (i.e., not full-time and ullyearl and very sensitise to the
; general state of the economy (cf Morse, 1969). As the economy returns to its full productivetcapacity< there will be more (ohs for

these 'young people, and if there is a direct link between. employment and- withdrawal from college, an ingreasine rate of
withdrawal would be a likely outcome.

""SES was based upon a compo-site of father's education, mother's eclucationparental iiicome. father's occupation, and
household items tndez. Factor analysis revealed a Common factor with approximately--veCial loadings for each of the five

a.-
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components. Man components were imputed as the mean of. the jibpopulation of which the respondent was a member,defined according to cross-cassifications of race, high school program, and aptitude. The available standirdized components, bothimputed and nonimputed, were averaged to fOrm an As score when at least two nontinputed components were available. The -,'continuous SES score was thendassigned to one of the quartiles on the basis of the weighted frequency distribution off the
composite score. The first quartile, the middle two 'quartiles, and the fourth quartile were respeclivelk.denoted as the low, middle,and high SES "Peng, Ashbuq, and Dunleman (1976.32),

101
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